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We discuss the trade-off between sampling and quantization in signal process- 
ing for the purpose of minimizing the error of the reconstructed signal subject to 
the constraint that the digitized signal fits in a given amount of memory. For 
signals with different regularities, we estimate the intrinsic errors from finite 
sampling and quantization, and determine the sampling and quantization resolu- 
tions . 8 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A problem with long history in signal processing is the following. Given 
a fixed amount of memory, select the sampling and quantization rates for 
digitizing a signal so that the error between the original and the recon- 
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strutted signals is minimized subject to the constraint that the digitized 
signal fits in the given memory. The problem has been of particular inter- 
est in image processing because of the very large memory requirements 
for storing images. For a description of the original problem, see Pavlidis 
(1982), and related works can be found in Neilsen et al. (1984), Huang et 
al. (1967), Rosenfeld and Kak (1982), and Steiglitz (1966). For quantiza- 
tion, see the special issue of IEEE Transaction on Information Theory, 
vol. IT-28, No. 2, March 1987. 
The problem is not well defined without a precise definition of the error 
norm. Sometimes practical considerations introduce very complicated 
error criteria as the following example indicates. 
EXAMPLE. Let the input be a page of text with a string of characters. 
Let S denote the image that an (electronic) sensor produces by looking at 
the page. While the text may be a bilevel image, S is usually gray scale 
because of the point spread function of the sensor. Then we have the 
option of thresholding and obtaining a binary image or maintaining some 
of the gray levels and sampling at a lower rate. Let n be the number of 
samples and q the number of gray levels. It takes k = log q bit to store 
each sample. Given M bits of memory space to store the data, then nk 5 
M. Let N,(S) denote the digitized image. Using some (very complex) 
recognition algorithm c#J(N,,(S)) from a given class @ we obtain a string 3 
of characters purporting to be the text represented by the page. Then we 
want to choose n and k to minimize the difference between S and 3. 
Usually we may drop the dependence of the algorithm on n but that hardly 
makes the problem tractable. 
For many problems it may be sufficient to compare the analog to the 
reconstructed signal. In image processing the most common form of re- 
construction is piecewise constant so we may compute a norm between 
the two functions. The choice of the latter is nontrivial. Again the obvious 
choice is subjective, the impression of a human observer. Since this is 
impractical, one must select a mathematical formalism. While the Lz- 
norm has been used before, it is well known to be a poor measurement of 
image similarity since it introduces no penalty for sharp edges in the 
reconstructed image. 
In this preliminary work, we consider one dimensional case only. We 
formulate the problem in Section 2 and provide theoretical results for 
signals with lower regularity. An application is given in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we study signals with higher regularity. 
2. SAMPLING AND QUANTIZATION FOR SIGNALS OF LOWER 
REGULARITY 
We assume that the class of signals 1R consists of functions defined of an 
interval [0, T] with regularity m, where m is a positive integer. More 
specifically, we assume that each signal has absolutely continuous (m - 
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1)st derivative and mth derivative, bounded by a positive constant B, i.e., 
Sz = {S : S(m-l) is absolutely continuous and IIS(m)llE 5 B}. 
After taking 12 samples at tl , . . . , t, E 10, T], we round off each sampled 
datum and store it in the memory using k bits. We denote this sampling 
and quantization strategy by N,, and the corresponding data for signal S 
in the memory is denoted by N,(S) = [yr , . . . , y,J. We recover a signal S 
from its sampled data in the memory. 
There are two sources of errors for the recovery of a signal from sam- 
pled data. One is from finite sampling and the other is from quantization, 
which rounds off sampled data to k bits and stores them in the memory. 
We study the intrinsic errors from finite sampling and quantization, and 
determine the optimal sampling and quantization resolutions. We first 
discuss data errors from quantization, and then derive the intrinsic errors 
caused both by finite sampling and quantization. In complexity and ap- 
proximation theory, the intrinsic error from exact data was obtained and 
optimal algorithms were studied (see Micchelli and Rivlin, 1977; Traub 
and Woiniakowski, 1980). The intrinsic errors from finite sampling and 
quantization are from inexact data. We provide a tight bound for m = 1,2, 
and asymptotic bounds for m 2 3. 
2.1. Data Errors from Quantization 
Assume that for each datum, the data type is a floating point, using k 
bits. Ignoring the sampling sensor error, we round off each sampled da- 
tUmS(ti),i= 1, . . . , n, and store it in the memory. Thus yi = S(ti)(l + 
ei), where leil I 2-k. The absolute error is S(ti) . ei. 
Let + be an algorithm used to recover signals from data N,(S). Then the 
(absolute) worst case error is 
If the absolute value of S can be arbitrarily large, then the absolute error 
of data can be arbitrarily large and so is the error of the recovery, using 
any algorithm C#I (e.g., see Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980). 
If we use relative errors instead, i.e., 
then it can be shown that the relative error is at least 1 using any N,, and 
algorithm 4. 
In signal processing, signals can be band limited functions or a convolu- 
tion of point spread functions (such as Gaussian) with bounded step func- 
tions. It is natural to assume that each signal has bounded absolute val- 
ues. Without loss of generality, we assume that the bound is one. 
Therefore, the worst case absolute quantization error is bounded by 2pk, 
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and we can assume that each datum in memory is of the form: yi = s(ti) + 
ei, where Jeil 5 2-k, i = 1, . . . , n. We measure the error of recovery using 
sampling and quantization strategy N,, by 
r(N,, k) = inf sup sup IP - ddY)ll~. (2.1) 
c#E@ Sal l:v-N,,(sjJ’, 5 2-i 
The intrinsic error is 
r&z, k) = inf r(N,, k). (2.2) 
N. 
We study the intrinsic errors of signal recovery from finite sampling and 
quantization, and then determine the optimal sampling and quanti.zation 
resolutions. 
2.2. Intrinsic Errors for Recovering Signals of Lower Regularity 
THEOREM 2.1. For m = 1 or 2, the intrinsic error jirom$nite sampling 
and quantization is 
r&z, k) = BK,(I + o( 1)) . c$)“’ + 2-“, (2.3) 
where K,,, is the mth Farvard constant, and K1 = ~12 and K2 = ~~18. 
Proof. It is known (Tikhomirov, 1976; see also Traub and Woi- 
niakowski, 1980) that for arbitrary m and tl, . . . , t, E [O, T], there exists 
two signals S,, S2 E (2, such that S;(t;) = 0, i = 1, 2, and j = 1, . . . , n, and 
IISI - s2lL = 
1 
;;(!;;;;2 (1 + o(l)) 
form = 1, 
3 for m = 2. 
Let IIS, - .s& = IS,(t*) - S,(t*)l. Without loss of generality, assume that 
x,(t*) > &(t*). Let Sl(t) = S,(t) + 2-k and let S2(t) = S,(t) - 2-k. Then s,, 
SZ E a, J]Si - S& = S,(t*) - S,(t*) + 2pk+‘, and 
IIS, - S211a = 
2BTl(2n) + 2-k+‘, for m = 1, 
B(T/(2n))2 (1 + o(l)) + 2-k+‘, for m = 2. 
(2.4) 
From (2.1), 
r(N,, k) 2 inf max ]lSi - $(O)ll, 2 #i - S2]la. dE@ i=1,2 
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Since N, is arbitrary, from (2.4), 
r&z, k) z B&(1 + o(l)) * ($jrn + 2-k. 
To prove equality, we exhibit n,* and C#I* with error equal to B&(1 + 
o(l)) (T/(m))” + 2-k. 
(i) m = 1. Let tj* = (T(2j - 1))/2n,j = 1, . . . , II. For given y = NaS) = 
[Yl, *.* , y,], let +*(y)(t) = yj, where t; - Tl(2n) < t 5 t;” + Tl(2n). Then 
for t,? - Tl(2n) < t 5 tj* + T/(2n), 
Is(t) -  $*(Y)(t)1 = IS(tj*> + s'(Oj)(t -  tj*> -  +*(Y)(t)1 
Si IS(tj”) - Yjl + IlS’llcxlt - t;l 5 2-k + g, 
where 6, E [0, T]. Hence the error of algorithm $* is bounded above by 
2-k + BTI(2n). This completes the proof for m = 1. 
(ii) m = 2. Let tj* = (T(j - l))l(n - l),j = 1, . . . , n. Forgiveny = N3.S) 
= [Yl, **a 9 y,], we approximate S by 4*(y), where 
t - t? 
+Yj+l * m-F’ 
tj+l J 
Using the Lagrange interpolation of S, for tj* I t 5 tj*, , 
S(t) = S(t)?) tj*+l - t + Wj*,d 
t - tj* 
tJ;, - ti* tj"+ , - tj* 
+ S(Oj) 
-j-- (t - tl")(t - tJk,, 
where 0j E [O, T]. Hence 
IW - 4*(Y)w 
5 q-= (t - tj*)(t& - t) + 2-k (-& + -&) 5 ; (-&)* + 2-k. 
J 
Therefore, the error of algorithm c$* is bounded above by B(T/(n - 1))2/8 
+ 2-k = B(T/n)*(l + o(l))/8 + 2-k. w 
2.3. Optimal Trade-off between Sampling and Quantization 
Given a fixed amount of memory, an optimal trade-off between sam- 
pling and quantization resolutions is obtained by solving the following 
problem: 
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PROBLEM 2.1. Given M bits of memory space, determine the number 
of samples n and the space k bits usedfor euch sample such that the data 
fit in the memory and that the intrinsic error r,,, is minimized. 
For simplicity, in the following analysis we assume 
m 
r,(n,k)=BK,* + 2-k. (2.5) 
We have to minimize (2.5) subject to nk I M. Obviously, it is minimized 
for n and k as large as possible. Ignoring the fact that n and k are integers, 
we set nk = M. Thus we need to find the minimum of r,(Mlk, k). Taking 
the derivative of r,(Mlk, k) with respect to k, we have 
rm ’ (T, k) = mBK,,, (-&)m . km-l - 2-k . In 2. (2.6) 
We want to find k* from [ 1, M] such that rL(Mlk*, k*) = 0. It can be 
easily shown that such a k* exists and is unique. 
Form = 1, 
B . 5 . $M - 2-k . ln 2 = 0, 
and 
M .*=-= M 
k* log M + log(2 In 2/BT)’ 
Similarly, for m = 2, 
and 
M n*=-= M 
k* 2 log M + log(4 In 2/BT2)’ 
THEOREM 2.2. For m = 1, the optimal sampling rate is 
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M 
Iz* = log M + log(2(ln 2)l(BT))’ (2.7) 
and each datum is rounded off to k* bits and stored in the memory, where 
For m = 2, 
k*=logM+log (2.8) 
M 
n* = 2 log M + log(4(ln 2>/(BT)*)’ 
and 
CW 
(2.10) 
When B increases, i.e., the bound of the derivatives increases, or when 
T increases, i.e., the sampling range decreases, k decreases, and n in- 
creases. Hence, we have to sample more frequently. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
We apply Theorem 2.2 to evaluate digitization of documents (printed 
pages of text). The brightness of a single scanline can be approximated by 
f(t) = C ci[u(t - bi) - u(t - ei)], (3.1) 
where u(e) is a step function, ci is the intensity of the ith printed segment 
intersecting the scanline, and bi and ei are the beginning and end of such a 
segment. Without loss of generality, we assume that the maximum and 
the minimum intensities are 1 and -1, respectively. Let h(-) be the point 
spread function of the optical system of the digitizer. Then the signal to be 
sampled is 
S(t) = j-j-(t - x)h(x)dx. (3.2) 
Its slope is given by 
S’(t) = j-f’(t - x)h(x)dx. (3.3) 
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Differentiating (3.1) yields 
f’(t) = C C;[tS(t - bi) - 8(t - ei)]. (3.4) 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) and using the properties of the delta function 
we find 
S’(t) = C Ci[h(t - bi) - h(t - ei)]. (3.5) 
The point spread function h(t) is usually well-shaped, i.e., symmetric with 
its maximum value at zero, monotonically decreasing for positive values 
of its argument t, and tending to zero for large values of t. It is also 
normalized so that its integral is one. (The Gaussian is a typical example 
of a point spread function.) 
Thus the maximum absolute value of Y(t) is B = h(0) max{ci} = h(0). 
Therefore (2.8) can be rewritten as 
k* = log $ - log h(0) + log(2 In 2). (3.6) 
The third term equals approximately 0.47. It we assume that h(t) is indeed 
Gaussian with standard deviation o, then (3.6) becomes 
k* = log T + log D + i log(27r) + log(2 In 2). (3.7) 
The third and fourth terms add up to approximately 2. In order to match 
dimensions, (T and T must be measured in the same units (both in inches, 
for example). 
We may assume that the text can be digitized correctly under ideal 
conditions using 512 samples per inch and one bit per pixel. Therefore 
M - = 512 T 
and 
log + = 9. 
If we are going to use one bit per pixel (k = l), then this will be justified 
only if 
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logo = -10 
or u equal to ii&r of an inch. 
In general, we can rewrite (3.7) as 
2k*-2T 
g=-. 
M (3.8) 
If we use one bit per pixel, i.e., k* = 1, then n* = M, and u = Tl2M. 
Therefore the sampling interval should equal 2~. Since the Gaussian 
becomes nearly zero at 4a the above results suggest that the optical 
system must provide sharp enough focus that there is no “crosstalk” 
amongst pixels that are two sampling intervals apart. 
On a given optical system, cr is given, and the sampling range T is also 
given. From (3.7) we have 
Thus we have a quantitative measure for selecting the number of bits per 
sample depending on the sampling range and the memory space available, 
and on how sharp the focusing of the optical system is. We have also 
provided a theoretical justification of why “gray scale” text is preferable 
for digital processing.’ 
4. SAMPLING AND QUANTIZATION FOR SIGNALS OF HIGHER 
REGULARITY 
We first estimate the intrinsic errors of finite sampling and quantization 
for signals with regularity greater than two. Based on the estimation, we 
discuss the sampling and quantization resolutions. As regularity in- 
creases, n decreases and k increases; i.e., we sample less frequently and 
store the data with more precision. 
4.1. Intrinsic Errors for Recovering Signals of Higher Regularity 
The estimation of the intrinsic errors of finite sampling and quantization 
for signals with regularity greater than two is more difficult, and we pro- 
vide a lower and an upper bounds. These two bounds are asymptotically 
tight. 
’ There is at least one commercial system (COGNEX) that uses “gray scale” for text 
recognition as well as output devices that display “antialiazed” characters among more than 
one bit per pixel. 
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Similar to the derivation of (2.3), we have 
rm(n, k) 2 B&(1 + o(1)) . (g + 2-k. (4.1) 
We now derive an upper bound for r&z, k). Take the equispaced sam- 
pling, i.e., l; = i(T/n) - T/2n, i = 1, . . . , it. Let pi be the Lagrange 
polynomial of degree no more than m - 1, interpolating m consecutive 
datapointsyi, . . . ,JJ;+~-~. Let C$ be an algorithm for recovering the signal 
S, consisting of such Lagrange polynomials. We estimate the error of 
algorithm 4, which gives an upper bound of the intrinsic error r,,,. More 
specifically, let r = lm/21, and let h = T/n. For t E [I;+, - h/2, &+r + h/2], 
let +(N,(S))(t) = j%(t). Then 
INd - 4wnG))(t)l = IS(t) - ml. (4.2) 
Let pi be the Lagrange polynomial interpolating s(ti), . . . , S(fi+m-1). Then 
lsCt) - Pitr)( % Is(f) - pi(t)1 + lpi(t) - pi(t)/. (4.3) 
For Q+~ - h/2 d t 5 t;+r + h/2, t = ti+r + x, where x E [-h/2, h/2]. Then 
from the error of the Lagrange interpolation, we have 
and 
S(t) - p;(t) = ; S(““(~) fi (t - t;+,-,), 
;= I 
Therefore, 
Is(t) - ~i(t)( 5 B & 
It is well known that 
. (4.4) 
and pi(t) = 2 Yi+j-I . k,jCf)7 
j= I 
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where 
Hence 
IPiCr) - Fi(f)l = I$ E(s(fi+j-I) - Yitj-I)lli,j(~)j (4.5) 
Since 
2 Ilij(t)l s 
j=l 
lpi(t) - iji(t)l s Tk (+$ (1 + 0 ($)))* 
From (4.2)-(4.6), we know that for t E [t, - h/2, t,-, + h/2], 
(4.6) 
The bounds of the intrinsic errors follow directly from (2.1), (4.1), 
and (4.7). 
In deriving (4.7), we only consider t E [t, - h/2, t,-,. + h/2]. To estimate 
the bounds for t in the r subintervals at both ends of [0, T], we can add a 
constant number of equispaced sampling points to the two extreme subin- 
tervals, respectively. Since II B m, the bounds derived before remain the 
same. We skip the details and summarize: 
THEOREM 4.1. For m 2 3, the intrinsic error 
r,,,(n, k) = C,,,nP’ + D,Zk, (4.8) 
where 
3 (1 + o(1)) . BT” 5 C,,, 5 s (1 + 0 (;)) BT”, 
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and 
1 a&5%(1 +0(-J-)), 
and K,,, is the mth Farvard number. 
4.2. Optimal Trade-off between Sampling and Quantization 
We now estimate optimal k and n asymptotically with respect to M: 
r, (7, k) = C, (!)mm + D, . 2-k = $$. k” + D, . 2-k. 
Taking 
drmWk 4 _ G . mkm-, + D 
dk M” m 
. In 2 . 2-k(- 1) = 0, 
we get 
k = log D; : Fm2 - M”) - log km-’ = log (“,- : Fm2 . Mm(l + o(1))) 
Therefore, 
k = log D; : :’ 2 . Mm). 
m 
From (4.8), 
D, f In 2 
log m . c = -log(BT”) + log m 
where 
log 2” 5 E, 5: log (4.9) 
and K, is the mth Farvard number. 
THEOREM 4.2. For m 2 3, each datum is rounded off to k bits and 
stored in the memory, and an almost optimal sampling rate is n = Mlk, 
where 
k=mlogM-log(BT”)+log 
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where B is bound of the mth derivatives of the signal, T is the sampling 
range, and E, is given in (4.9). 
Since (m log i&f) is dominating in (4.10), as m increases, k increases. 
Therefore, as the regularity of signals increases, we sample less fre- 
quently and store the sampled data in the memory with more precision. 
On the other hand, from (4. IO), as the sampling range T expands, we have 
to sample more frequently and store the data with less precision. 
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